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GMV NORTH AMERICA
AND SAFETY

A leader in the
manufacture of elevators.
GMV'S SAFETY POLICY
Our approach makes adding a home elevator easier for the home builder. All of our clients
know they can ensure homebuyers that their elevator products are up to the highest safety
standards. In the home elevator industry some states and provinces enforce the code by
inspections. We ensure that our products are manufactured to pass inspections time and
time again.

SMART DOOR FRAME
GMV North America installs a hall door frame
with an integrated lock and hall button at
each hall landing (builder to supply hall door
as normal).
This allows for:
Door to be placed within 3/4" of each
landing from hoistway edge.
Benefits for builder:
We supply/install each hall door frame
in front of elevator (Saving time and
material)

PREVENT "MAKESHIFT"
SOLUTIONS
Some elevator companies and homebuyers
have been known to try and solve safety
issues with "makeshift" constructions.
This is dangerous for a couple reasons:
Without following standard code, children
or small adults can be seriously injured by
an elevator.
Building an irresponsible elevator can
lead to serious fines and ultimately cost
clients more money in the long run.
GMV North America's Smart Door Frame
saves you time and money.

Website: https://gmv-na.com/veu-residential-elevator/

Phone: 1-855-653-0215
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GMV - RELEVANT
STANDARD SECTIONS

A leader in the
manufacture of elevators.
RULE 5.3.1.7.1 HOISTWAY
ENCLOSURE PROVIDED 1
“Landing openings in solid hoistway
enclosures shall be protected the full height
by solid swinging or horizontally sliding
doors.”
“Fire-protection rating shall be not less than
required by the building code”
“The doors shall be designed to withstand a
force of 150 lbf (670 N) applied horizontally
over an area 4 in. x 4 in. (100 mm x 100 mm) in
the center of the doors without permanent
displacement or deformation.”

Website: https://gmv-na.com/veu-residential-elevator/

5.3.1.7.2 CLEARANCE
BETWEEN HOISTWAY DOORS
AND LANDING SILLS 1
“The distance between the hoistway face of
the hoistway doors and the hoistway edge of
the landing sill shall not exceed 0.75in.
(19mm) for swinging doors”

Phone: 1-855-653-0215
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GMV - RELEVANT
STANDARD SECTIONS

A leader in the
manufacture of elevators.
5.3.1.7.3 PROJECTION OF
HOISTWAY DOORS OR GATES
INTO THE HOISTWAY. 1
"The hoistway face of the hoistway door or
gate shall not project into the hoistway
beyond the line of the landing sill.”
"No hardware, except that required for doorlocking and door-operating or signaling
devices, shall project into the hoistway
beyond the line of the landing sill"

Website: https://gmv-na.com/veu-residential-elevator/

5.3.1.8.3 CLEARANCE
BETWEEN HOISTWAY
DOORS AND CAR DOORS OR
GATES 1

“Where swinging hoistway doors and car gates
are used, the space between the hoistway
door and the car gate shall reject a 4in. (100
mm) diameter ball at all points.”

Phone: 1-855-653-0215
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GMV SMART DOOR FRAME

A leader in the
manufacture of elevators.
DOOR FRAMES & SAFETY
A common term in the elevator industry is the 3"x5" rule. It is especially popular with
residential elevators this rule is intended to ensure passengers do not get stuck in the
door/hoistway gap. However, the old 3"x5" is no longer acceptable due to changes in the
2016 code edition for residential elevators (ASME A17.1-2016). Due to a series of accidents in
the industry, GMV has taken precautions to ensure this does not happen with our products.
We are, therefore, supporting a new 3/4"x4" compliance code that is clearly referenced in
SME A17.1-2016 Section 5.3.1.7.2

Website: https://gmv-na.com/veu-residential-elevator/

Phone: 1-855-653-0215
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GMV SMART DOOR FRAME

A leader in the
manufacture of elevators.
KRONENBERG INTERLOCK
Worldwide supplier of elevator door locks
Flattest device with motorized actuation
UL approved ASME A 17.1 UL 104 EMDL
Actuated by silent, maint free 3 phase
motor
Energy saving automatic switching to
reduce holding current to 0.2 amp
Low pull-in current (1 amp at 24 vdc)
Passed the accelerated life test of 100,000
cycles in salt spray air chamber

SMART DOOR FRAME SPECIFICATIONS
Builder to trim door frame typical to other doors in home
Complies to ASME 17.1/CSA B44-2016 ¾” rule section
5.3.1.7.2
Hall Station on door frame with dual illumination
Pull/Push Flush Inside Handle and Ball Catch provided
Frame routed and pre-drilled for 3-3½” x 1¾” mortise
1¾” Swing Door, Hinges and Dummy handle supplied by
builder
Meets ¾” x 4” Florida Rule & ¾” x 3” Georgia Rule
UL approved Kronenberg slim EMDL installed
MRL Hydraulic Diagnostic cover plate:
PLC, Reset, Pendant, Pressure, Manual Lowering
Wood Frame available in:
Oak, Maple, Cherry, and Paint Grade
Frame Sizes available:
Width: 32” (812 mm) 34” (864 mm) 36” (915 mm)
Height: 80” (2032 mm) 84” (3135 mm) 96” (2440 mm)

“GMV-North America creates the revolutionary residential elevator packages that
you want and need in your homes. We work with architects, elevator installers,
home builders, and more to save our clientele valuable time and money. GMV’s
purpose is to improve our industry by bringing elegant elevator products to your
homes without sacrificing design for function.”
https://gmv-na.com/veu-residential-elevator/

Phone: 1-855-653-0215

